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TOPICS FOR SITUATIONAL ROLE PLAY

1. A friend of your’s is troubling his/her parent for a costly
mobile.
2. A fire accident occurs in your neighbour’s house and a child is
trapped inside.
3. An officer demanding Bribe from a honest person and gets
caught by officer.
4. A plane gets hijacked by terrorists.
5. Harassment by group of students a physically challenged student.
6. Water scarcity issues in your locality
7. Financially down parents arranging monetary funds and admitting
child in the top most school.
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1. When was Mr. K. Kamaraj born?
2. What did he possess at the time of his death?
3. What was the amount demanded by Mr. K. Kamaraj’s
mother?
4. How did Nehru (compliment) praise Mr. K. Kamaraj?
5. How was Tamilnadu called as earlier?
6. Where is Railway coach factory located?
7. ‘Face the problem don’t evade it’ as said by Mr. K. Kamaraj.
To whom did he say?
8. How did Mr. K. Kamaraj mention himself to his mother?
9. What was the amount sent by Mr. K. Kamaraj to his mother?
10. Who paid the rent for Mr. K. Kamaraj’s house?
11. Name the factory which was established in Guindy by
Mr. K. Kamaraj.
12. What Industry was started in Mettur?
13. When did Nehru die?
14. Mention the names of the Prime Ministers who were
appointed after the death of Nehruji.
15. Who did exploit the small farmers?
16. What is the name of Mr. K. Kamaraj’s sister?
17. With whom did Mr. K. Kamaraj’s sister stay?

18. What were the two acts brought by him for the farmers?
19. How many factories were established by Mr. K. Kamaraj?
20. What formula (ruling) was followed by Mr. K. Kamaraj
in administration?
21. What was the advice given by Mr. K. Kamaraj to his mother?
22. What was his position in congress party?
23. Mention 3 qualities of Mr. K. Kamaraj as a leader.
24. How was agriculture method improved by him?
25. Not only large scale industries but _____ and ______ industries
were also improved by him.

